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Down Under and on Top with
the New SP80
Melbourne, Australia (September 8, 2014) - The benefits of the Spectra Precision SP80 GNSS receiver with its
multi-constellation capabilities has improved the work efficiency of Philip Clark Land Survey Services and is helping
the firm grow.
According to the firm’s owner, Philip Clark, “The SP80 is enabling us to acquire fixed solutions faster that previous
dual constellation receivers and to maintain the fixes for far longer even in and around buildings and heavily
vegetated areas. We are now expanding the business thanks in part to purchasing this most up-to-date equipment.”
Clark added, “I am always looking to streamline the time spent in the field.
Previously we’d experimented with a couple of different dual constellation GNSS receivers. Although the receivers
provided the required results, the ability to only provide single constellation fixes, either GPS or GLONASS, resulted
in frequent float solutions and lengthy fixed solution times. This was not viable for our methods of survey.”
For more than three months, Clark has been using a Nikon Nivo 2.C total station with Survey Pro software combined
with the new Spectra Precision SP80 receiver with integrated UHF radio and T41 data collector running Survey Pro
on a network configuration. The application of the SP80 combined with the Nikon Nivo 2.C has been
predominately for topographic surveys in urban areas, “explained Clark.

Highlights
• The SP80 is enabling us to acquire fixed solutions faster that
previous dual constellation receivers and to maintain the fixes for far
longer even in and around buildings and heavily vegetated areas.
• The SP80 combined with the Nikon Nivo 2.C has been
predominately for topographic surveys in urban areas.
•
The SP80 receiver and Survey Pro software has enabled him to add
other applications such as coordinate localization.

Clark has also used the SP80 for coordinating survey marks bringing them onto the Map Grid of Australia (a
requirement under the Survey Co-ordination Regulations 2004) and the Australian Height Datum. “Using the SP80
for this application is simple and saves time compared to the more traditional way of traversing to known coordinated
marks which could be located kilometers from the job site,” said Clark.
Clark also likes how the SP80 receiver and Survey Pro software has enabled him to add other applications such as
coordinate localization. “It gives me a much better fit between the total station measurements and the GNSS
measurements out in the field and makes combining the two data sets for plan drafting much easier,” he noted.

About

About the SP80 GNSS Receiver
The SP80 GNSS receiver uses Z-Blade processing technology running
on a next generation Spectra Precision 240-channel 6G ASIC that fully
uses all six GNSS systems: GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, Galileo, QZSS
and SBAS. The unique GNSS-centric capability optimally combines
GNSS signals without dependency on any specific GNSS system;
allowing operations in GLONASS-only or BeiDou-only mode if needed.
SP80 also has a unique combination of communication technologies
including an integrated 3.5G GSM/UMTS modem, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi
connectivity, and optional internal UHF transmit radio. The cellular
modem may be used for SMS (text message) and e-mail alerts as well
as regular Internet or VRS connectivity. The SP80 can also connect to
the Internet from the field using Wi-Fi hotspots, where available.
About Philip Clark Land Survey Services
Philip Clark Land Survey Services, headquartered in Warrandyte, a
suburb of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, is a four-year-old survey firm
with six employees.
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About the Spectra Precision Brand
Spectra Precision is an established brand known for delivering quality
products to the construction market. Focusing on the specific needs of
the conventional surveying market, the Spectra Precision brand offers
a complete product portfolio including Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS), Global Positioning Systems (GPS), optical total
stations, data collection hardware, field and office software, as well as
a wide range of construction tools.

